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Walter Weed is an unassuming desk jockey at the FBI when the Bureau uncovers a plot to
assassinate him. A team of degenerate, psychotic assassins dispatched by mystery man Hal Leuco to
win a huge bounty includes a resourceful beauty who has a unique method of killing her prey, a
power-tool wielding psychopath and a deadly master of disguise. Walter Weed is an unassuming
desk jockey at the FBI when the Bureau uncovers a plot to assassinate him.
A team of degenerate, psychotic assassins dispatched by mystery man Hal Leuco to win a huge
bounty includes, a resourceful beauty who has a unique method of killing her prey, a power-tool
wielding psychopath, and a deadly master of disguise.....
There are a few nod to the original, and even the assassin from the first one who got away, but it's
more of a side-quel to the previous film.
And for once, i quite enjoyed this straight to blu-ray movie. Berenger looks a little constipated as the
target, and has playing card skills (see what they did there!!), but does very little else, thus making
the scenes with him and his guards, boring and a waste of time.
The rest of the film is silly, but in a ridiculous, enjoyable way. The new assassins are more accessible
than the the ones in the tournament, because they do a lot more than just shoot and run, they have
a lot more involvement with the story, and a lot of scenes.
Deaths are inventive, which for a film in this sub-genre is vital, and it's very funny at times.
There is a twist, but you can see it from a mile off, and the best part of the film, is the final kill,
because it's fresh not to drag out the point of interests death (you will know what i mean when you
see the film).
Plus it's the best film ever to feature exploding cannonball midgets. I LOVED the first one. Was
incredibly tickled when Santa stuck it in my stocking so when my husband got this for me for our
anniversary, well... I was dying to watch it. Compared to the first, horrible. On it's own, mediocre. I
felt like I was watching something inspired by the filming style of Natural Born Killers, but not in a
good way. It's like they went "ooooh, I like that" but didn't really think of how it fit to the movie. The
Tremors weren't on the same level of crazy as they were in the first. Honestly, their characters felt
like a rip off of Devil's Rejects. None of the characters are really developed and I didn't find myself
excited in the least to see what was going to happen with the assassins. It is crammed with action
and is fun for blowups and interesting murders but it's not enough to save the film. I will probably
watch it again but not really recommend it to anyone. This film was supposed to be mainly about the
Three Tremor Brothers, who are Darwin, Lester and Jeeves, yet only one has yet confirmed there
return, who is Maury Sterling reprising his role as Lester Tremor. Nothing official has been confirmed
by Chris Pine. But Kevin Durand who played Jeeves, has already passed on it. On Janurary 13th, a
casting call sheet was posted on spoiler websites containing information that only Jeeves and Lester
will have a cameo and they will be led by their sister named AK-47, played by Autumn Reeser.
Another Tremor family member, supposedly named "Papa Tremor," will be played by Michael Parks.
Although in fact this may make no sense because the Tremors history involves the phrase, "Same
Skank mom, different deadbeat dad," which would hold true to the characters not knowing who any
of their fathers were. First of all the Unrated Version runs approx. 140 seconds longer than the RRated version. These new scenes feature more violence and sex making it a logical Unrated version.
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